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Agenda
•

Welcome: Adam Afriyie MP (Chair, APPG on FinTech)

•

Overview of CMA Retail Banking Investigation & Open Banking
1. Bill Roberts (Remedies, Business and Financial Analysis, CMA)
2. Andrew Pinder (Implementation Trustee, UK Open Bank Implementation Entity)

•

Update on the Open Bank Implementation Entity
1. Gavin Littlejohn (FinTech Stakeholder Group, UK Open Bank Implementation Entity)
2. Jeremy Fraser (Challenger Bank Stakeholder Group, UK Open Bank Implementation
Entity)

•

Open Discussion with participants: key challenges, solutions and next steps with Open
Banking

•

Closing: Adam Afriyie MP (Chair, APPG on FinTech)

Welcome: Adam Afriyie MP
•
•

The use of data is increasingly prevalent across industries and in particular in financial
services.
Open Banking represents a potentially seismic shift in the landscape for retail banking and
promises to open up a new market for FinTechs to make use of customer data, in order to
enable people to better save, manage and invest their money.

Overview Open Banking: Bill Roberts
•

Background to Open Banking: started with the ‘Fingleton Report’ in 2014, where it was
posited that the use of APIs could transform the financial landscape. The Open Bank Working
Group (OBWG) then picked up this mantle and delivered a framework for an Open Banking
Standard, in a report published in February 2016.
The CMA then published its final report on the Retail Banking Market, in which an open API
standard for banking was included in the final recommendations as the first foundation
remedy to support greater competition in retail banking.

•

The benefits of Open Banking include: presenting a broader financial picture of people
through the sharing of data. Moreover, the secured sharing of data with trusted 3rd parties
moves us the past the need to disclose online credentials, which can lead to up to 80% of
people choosing not to share their data.
Open Banking could also lead to totally new products / smarter applications (such as the
tracking of overdraft, and smarter credit scoring) and the more general unbundling of
services.

•

The key to the successful implementation of Open Banking is engendering consumer trust
and confidence. According to a recent Ipsos Mori survey, if there is a perceivable pay-off to
consumers they are also more inclined to share data, but central to this is alos creating a
secure environment for sharing data, and having a suitable redress mechanism.

•

Some of the recommendations put forward by the CMA re: Open Banking (which has
subsequently been reaffirmed in the final implementation order) include: agreeing common
standards for APIs, creating a forum for standards to be discussed and requiring for the
creation of an implementation entity (IE).

Overview Open Banking: Andrew Pinder
•
•

•

Andrew is the independent implementation trustee, working with the implementation entity,
whose role is to operationalise the recommendations of the CMA re: Open Banking.
Some of the key areas of focus for the entity include: building the technical infrastructure with
institutions, for example the ability to physically access APIs, as well ensuring appropriate
security standards are in place. Further issues that will need to be discussed include liability,
as no products using these banking APIs are currently on the market.
It was acknowledged that an education campaign might be necessary, though this will not be
led by the IE.

Update on Open Bank Implementation Entity: Gavin Littlejohn
•

•
•
•

•

•

It should be stated that there is still a market for ‘screen scraping’, which is presently not
regulated. These nonetheless provide useful services, and so there is a discussion amongst
the IE on how you add in services from different providers – for example could there be a
regulated / un-regulated track, each with different liability models? The challenge here is
communicating this to consumers.
The general requirement of the IE is to not make things too complex.
The work of the IE is the first stop to a longer destination – namely the use of APIs for other
financial services such as: credit, mortgage, pensions data etc.
A challenge for the IE is how to bring together the various public-policy stakeholders into the
dialogue, namely: CME, FCA, EBA, HMT amongst others. Perhaps there is a role for the
APPG on FinTech to assist with this?
Some key issues that are being addressed by the IE include:
- A liability model. For example, FinTechs that connect via read/write data increase the
level of complexity in the system, which makes a liability model harder to create,
requiring clear standards
- Secure customer authentication
- Cyber risk insurance policy
A key comment was that the role of the IE is to ‘deliver the track’ that will enable the smooth
operation of Open Banking, as opposed to second-guessing what happens between the end
customer & third party.

Update on Open Bank Implementation Entity: Jeremy Fraser
•

Other areas of focus that the Challenger Bank Stakeholder Group of the IE are looking into
include:
- The ability to access the ‘right data’ that is unredacted.
- There is a need to coordinate closely with the alignment of PSD2.
- Questions around GDPR – how should the use of data be minimized? What sort of
consent is required and how could this be withdrawn.
- Right type of API / format of data – need to be driven by the requirements of
challengers & FinTechs.

Open Discussion with Participants
•

What are the deadlines associated with the roll out on an Open Banking standard?
Non-personal data Q1 2017 (March), this means access to data including: ATMs, products
available. With respect to the 2018 timeline for including transactional data, there are still
plenty of difficult issues to resolve- namely around liability and security – as well as ensuring
what is developed is able to fit the industry moving forward.

•

What are the issues around data security and ownership?
An institution would hold your data, which must be properly protected. As for liability, there
are complexities over responsibility, as this would not just be a simple handover of data. A
key question is at what point does liability transfer to someone else in keeping your data?
The question of security is also at the same time a question about ‘loss’. One must be able to
put the customer back in the situation they were in before experiencing a loss from say a data
breach.

•

Another critical concern is authentication vs. authorization. For example its up to banks to
ensure authentication, that is the identity of customers can be ascertained. But there also
needs to be a secure authorization process where for example a third party has continuous
authorization for say 6 months on a specific use case.

•

The hard bit might prove to be determining which FinTechs get to go on APIs. If we take the
example of the Bank Referral Scheme, there was a significant due diligence process by the
BBB, and each bank then had to do their own due diligence. The way this was resolved for
one vendor was adhering to the Government’s own set of security / procurement standards.
This issue may prevent Open Banking being truly open.
Solutions to this may include a set of standards governing who gets to use APIs, or perhaps
whitelisting / ‘a registry’ – that is in line with FCA regulatory approval, and allows secure
access to payment data. A broader ‘register’ might enable access to open data (e.g. pricing /
terms and conditions).

•

Other considerations include the level of security / protection required, for example if data is
for comparative purposes only (read) vs. payment initiation (write), how would the level of
protection required vary?

•

What will happen to the practice of ‘screen-scraping?’
It is likely that data being scraped will come into APIs, but that there will be a transition period
in bringing this practice under the regulatory fold / within a regulatory framework. The
challenge here is in ensuring that the picture with respect to open banking data is not
muddied – for example it might not be beneficial to have multiple regulations for products,
some of which fall in the Open Banking Standard and others which do not.
There might a role for the APPG here to convene the broader discussion across agencies on
this.

•

How will FinTechs be heard – is there a need to develop consumer trust and education?
Banks already have existing relationships with consumers, so there is need for FinTechs to
build their relationship with consumers – CMA/FCA/HMT also have a responsibility to make
clear what is available through Open Banking.
In other words a coordinated approach is required: 1- understanding the opportunity that
FinTechs provide. 2- trust – which FinTechs can I trust?

•

What is the process to extend Open Banking to other products – credit cards, mortgages,
loans etc.?
The key for the Open Banking Implementation Entity is to build the infrastructure ‘or the railtracks upon which future trains would run’; in this sense it would be the same platform and
techniques that could be applied to a wide range of products.

•

What is the role of industry testing within the scope of work around Open Banking?
There will be a sandbox developed to allow industry players to test against APIs, though this
will require participants to register to use such this facility.
Note: Nesta is also looking (as mentioned in the CMA final order into retail banking) to
incentivise data-sharing to build products for Open Banking services. This program, called
‘The Open Up Challenge’ will be launched in March 2017 and will also have a sandbox
accompanying the project to facilitate testing.
A key question here is that with a number of sandboxes afoot, how will they work
alongside one another- to both mutually re-enforce and learn from common
challenges, but to also avoid duplication of efforts?

•

How does the UK compare to other jurisdictions?
The UK seems to be maintaining its comparative advantage in Open Banking. For example,
big banks in the US have used screen scraping far in advance of efforts in the UK, however
they have yet to develop a coordinated approach to opening data in banking. Moreover the
Australian government is also looking to follow a similar approach to the UK’s.
There may also be the scope to develop British standards to become a leader in the field of
Open Banking.

•

There could be further collaboration between the work of Open Banking and the Pensions
Dashboard, especially as both look to digitize the approach towards financial services.
Though this falls out of the scope of the Implementation Entity’s work, and given the tight
deadlines there is only so much that can be reasonably be expected to be delivered by the
group.

Closing: Adam Afriyie MP
•
•
•

50% of interactions are now online, and by 2020 this is set to increase by 75%.
As new products / services enter the market, what should the role of the FCA/CMA be in
badging in or promoting consumer confidence?
The development of standards could provide a useful conduit to enable the UK to lead in the
field of Open Banking.
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